
 

 
 

DIVIDE BY 4 - ‘GROUPS OF 4’ ‘4 EQUAL GROUPS’, QUARTERING 
INVESTIGATIONS OVERVIEW PAGE 

THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS THAT STUDENTS MAY ENGAGE IN TO DEEPEN THEIR RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING. INVESTIGATIONS WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
FOLLOW ON SUBSEQUENT PAGES. 

 
• In pairs, children have shapes and groups of counters. They divide the shape in quarters. They divide their group into quarters by placing quarter of their counters 

onto each quarter of their shape. They record their quarters and explain how they made their quarters by dividing into 4 equal groups. They explain that the group 
is called a quarter, because it is a quarter as many as the whole group. They explain quartering is the same as dividing into 4 equal groups.  Reflection: What is a 
quarter of a group?In pairs, children select cards to make a single-digit or teen number. They collect the corresponding number of counters. They divide their 
counters into groups of 3 and count the groups, and into 3 equal groups and count the counters in each group. They record and label their groups and any 
remaining counters. They record the same number sentence for each division. NB: Children use the division sign when they are ready. Until then they choose to 
record ‘divided by’.  Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 

• In pairs, children select cards to make a number. They collect the corresponding number of counters. They divide their counters by 4 in 2 ways, identifying any 
counters left over or remaining. They record their groups and describe their groups as ‘groups of 4’ and ‘4 equal groups’ (and any remaining counters). They pick 
up a quarter of their counters when dividing into 4 equal groups.  Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 

• Children divide numbers of cookies, cakes, pizzas onto trays / into boxes that each hold 4 cakes / cookies / pizzas. They explain they have divided by 4 by dividing 
into groups of 2. Reflection: How can we divide by 4 in 2 ways? 

• Children divide numbers of cookies, cakes, pizzas onto 4 trays / into 2 boxes. They explain that they divided by 4 by dividing into 4 equal groups. They identify 
quarter of the cookies, cakes, pizzas. Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 
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Divide by 4 - ‘Groups of 4’ ‘4 Equal Groups’, Quartering 
 

Sit with a friend. 
Have some paper squares, circles or strips.  
Divide them into quarters. 

Have a group of counters.  
Divide the group of counters in quarters, by placing a quarter of the counters onto each quarter 
of the shape. 
Record your quarters. 
Explain how you made your quarters by dividing into 4 equal groups.  
Explain that the group is called a quarter, because it quarter as many as the whole group. 
How are quartering and dividing into 4 equal groups the same?  
Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 
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Divide by 4 - ‘Groups of 4’ ‘4 Equal Groups’, Quartering 
 

Select cards to make a number.  
Collect the number of counters.  
Divide your counters by 4 in 2 ways 

• by dividing into groups of 4 
• by dividing into 4 equal groups and picking up quarter of the counters  

identifying any counters remaining.  
Record your groups and any remaining counters. 
Describe your groups as ‘groups of 4’ and ‘4 equal groups’ and any remaining counters. 
Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 
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Divide by 4 - ‘Groups of 4’ ‘4 Equal Groups’, Quartering 
. 

Select cards to make a number of cookies, cakes or pizzas. 
Divide your number of cookies, cakes, pizzas onto trays / into boxes that each hold 4 cakes / 
cookies / pizzas.  
Did you divide by 4 by dividing into ‘groups of 4’ or by dividing into ‘4 equal groups’? 
Did you have any remaining cookies, cakes or pizzas?  
Reflection: How can we divide by 4 in 2 ways? 
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Divide by 4 - ‘Groups of 4’ ‘4 Equal Groups’, Quartering 
. 

Select cards to make a number of cookies, cakes or pizzas. 
Divide your number of cookies, cakes, pizzas onto 4 trays / into 4 boxes.  
Did you divide by 4 by dividing into ‘groups of 4’ or by dividing into ‘4 equal groups’? 
Did you have any remaining cookies, cakes or pizzas?  
Reflection: How are dividing into 4 equal groups and quartering the same? 
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